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Abstract 
It is an unsolved problem to characterize in terms of X when the space Ck(X) of continuous 
real-valued functions on X with the compact open topology is a Baire space. In this paper, we 
define and study a property called the Moving Off Property, and show that for a q-space X (e.g., 
for X locally compact or first-countable), X has the Moving Off Property if and only if Ck(X) 
is Bake. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Let Ck(X) denote the space of continuous real-valued functions on X with the com- 
pact open topology. We are concerned with the general problem of finding a topological 
property P such that a space X has P if and only if Ck(X) is a Baire space, or equiv- 
alently, second category in itself. (Recall that a space X is a Bait-e space, respectively, 
second category in itself, if the intersection of countably many dense open subsets of X 
is always dense, respectively, nonempty. Also, Baireness is equivalent to second category 
in itself for homogeneous spaces [3], and C,c(X) is always homogeneous.) The corre- 
sponding problem for C,(X), i.e., the topology of pointwise convergence, was solved 
independently by E.G. F’ytkeev [S], V.V. Tkachuk [9,10], and E.K. van Douwen [4, 
p. 341. In particular, Pytkeev and van Douwen showed that C,(X) is Baire if and only 
if, whenever Fo, F,, . is a sequence of disjoint finite sets, some infinite subsequence 
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F F,(l),... 40) ’ has a discrete open expansion (i.e., there are open U,ci) > F,ci) such 
that the U,(i)‘s form a discrete collection). There is also a game characterization of this 
property. 
Recall that a space X is a q-space if for each 2 E X there is a sequence {Un}nEw of 
open neighborhoods of 5 such that whenever Z, E U, for all 72, the set {IC,},~~ has 
a cluster point. We will solve our problem in the class of q-spaces; note that this class 
contains all first-countable and all locally compact spaces. 
Let us call a collection K: of nonempty compact subsets of X a moving ofs collection 
if, for any compact subset L of X, there is some K E K: with K f? L = 8. We say that 
X has the Moving Off Property (MOP) if every moving off collection K contains an 
infinite subcollection L: which has a discrete open expansion in X. 
Let X be a space, and consider the following infinite game G(X) on X. The players 
are K and L. At the nth move, player K chooses a compact subset K, of X, and L 
responds by choosing a compact subset L, of X disjoint from K,. We say K wins the 
game if the collection {L 7L: TA E W} of compact sets chosen by L has a discrete open 
expansion; otherwise L wins. 
We can now state our main result: 
Main Theorem. If X is q-space, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) Ck (X) is a Baire space; 
(2) X has the Moving Off Property; 
(3) L has no winning strategy in the game G(X). 
The equivalence of (1) and (2) was shown in the second author’s dissertation [5], 
under the further assumption that X is O-dimensional. It remains an unsolved problem 
to obtain a characterization of the Baireness of Ck(X) in terms of X which holds for 
all X. In fact, we do not know if our characterization for q-spaces given by the Main 
Theorem works for all X. It is the case that (1) + (2) and (2) ej (3) are valid for all 
spaces. 
In Section 2, we review background material and establish some basic results about 
the moving off property, including the proofs of some of the implications in the Main 
Theorem. We complete the proof of the Main Theorem in Section 3. In Section 4 we 
give an example of a locally compact space X such that Ck(X) is Baire but not weakly 
a-favorable; a consistent example of this type was given in [6]. 
All spaces are assumed to be completely regular. 
2. Preliminaries 
McCoy and Ntantu [7] have shown that Baireness of Ck(X) implies the following 
about X: 
(a) Closed pseudocompact subsets of X are compact. 
(b) If X is a q-space, then X must be locally compact. 
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(c) Every sequence Kc, Ki, . . . of compact sets which moves off the compact sets 
(i.e., {Ko, Kt , . .} is a moving off collection as defined in the introduction) has 
an infinite subsequence with a discrete open expansion. 
Thus our Moving Off Property is essentially derived from property (c) above con- 
sidered by McCoy and Ntantu by allowing the moving off collection to have arbitrary 
cardinality. Let us note that property (c) is not sufficient to imply Baireness of Ck(X). ’ 
The space WI of countable ordinals satisfies (c) vacuously: no countable sequence of 
compact sets moves off the compact sets. But Ck(wi) is not Baire by (a) above. 
For the benefit of the reader, we outline the proof of the following proposition, which 
is essentially the same as McCoy and Ntantu’s proof of (c). 
Theorem 2.1. If C,(X) is Baire, then X has the MOP 
Proof. Let K: be a moving off collection of compact subsets of X. For each positive 
integer n, let U,, = {f E Ck(X): (37 E K: f(K) > n)}. Then U, is open in Ck(X), 
and using the fact that K is moves off the compact sets, it is easy to check that U, is 
dense. So there must be some g E nn,_ U,. For each n E w, there is K, E K: such 
that g(K,) > 71. Since each g(K,) is compact, by passing to a subsequence if necessary 
we may assume that {g(K,): n E w} is a discrete collection in the real line II& So 
in IR there is a discrete open expansion (0,: n E w} of {g(K,): n E w}, and then 
{g-‘(OTL): n E } d’ w is a iscrete open expansion in X of {K,: rl E w}. 0 
We will give some further evidence that the MOP is the “right” property by showing 
that the MOP also implies (a) and (b) above (of course (c) is automatic). Since it is 
evident that the MOP is inherited by closed subspaces, the following takes care of (a). 
Theorem 2.2. Every pseudocompact space satisfying the MOP is compact. 
Proof. Let X be pseudocompact but not compact. Then the collection of all singletons 
of X is a moving off collection. If X had the MOP, then X would contain an infinite 
subset with a discrete open expansion, contradicting pseudocompactness. 0 
To take care of (b), first it will be useful to establish some alternate characterizations 
of the MOP. The game G(X) in the following theorem is the same as that defined in the 
Introduction. 
Theorem 2.3. The following are equivalent: 
(i) X has the MOP. 
(ii) Given a sequence Ice, ic1, . . of moving off collections in X, there are K, E Ici 
such that {Ki: i E w} has a discrete open expansion. 
(iii) Player L has no winning strategy in the game G(X). 
’ We do not know, however, if (a) and (c) together imply that C,(X) is Baire. 
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Proof. (iii) +- (i). If X does not have the MOP, then there is a moving off collection 
K no infinite subset of which has a discrete open expansion. So Player L can win the 
game by always choosing a member of K. 
(i) 3 (ii). Suppose X has the MOP If X is compact, then there are no moving off 
collections, and (ii) holds vacuously. So we may assume X is not compact, and by 
Theorem 2.2, not pseudocompact either; hence there is a closed discrete subset (5,: n E 
w} of x. 
Let Ko, ICI,. . . be a sequence of moving off collections in X, and let 
L~={{Ic,}UK~UK~ U...UKn: Ki E Ki}. 
Finally let ,C = UnEw ,C,. It is easy to check that L is a moving off collection. Hence 
there is a sequence m(O), m(l), . . . of natural numbers and L, E Cm(,) such that 
IL,: n E w} has a discrete open expansion. Note that the m(n)‘s must be distinct; so 
by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume ,m(n) > n for all n. Then L, 
contains a member K, of K,, so {K,: n E w} has a discrete open expansion. 
(ii) + (iii). Suppose T is a strategy for L in G(X). That is, for each sequence 
of compact subsets of X representing a partial play of the game, r(s) is a compact subset 
L, of X representing L’s next move according to the strategy r. We will show that (ii) 
implies that r cannot be a winning strategy, i.e., there is a sequence of moves by Player 
K such that L will lose if he moves according to 7. 
To this end, we will first define certain compact sets Kc and L, for each finite non- 
empty sequence 0 of natural numbers. Note that {r( (K)): K compact} is a moving off 
collection. Since (ii) implies the MOP, there is a sequence {Kt,): n E w} such that 
{T(K~,)): n E w} has a discrete open expansion, hence is a moving off collection as 
well. Define L(,) = T((K,)). Th’ is completes the definition for sequences of length 1. 
Suppose K, and L, have been defined for each sequence u of length (domain) n 3 1. 
Then 
{7((K,,l,Lo,l,K~12,L~,2,...,K~,L~,K)): K compact} 
is moving off, so there is a sequence {Kc-(,): n E w} such that if 
L g-(n) =T((K,~I,L,II,K~~~,L~~~,...,K~,L~,K~-(~))) 
then the collection {Lc- cn) : n E w} has a discrete open expansion, hence is moving 
off. 
Note that the Kg’s and L,‘s have the following property: for each g, 
(a) (K,tI,L,Il,K,t2,L,12,..., K,) represents a partial play of the game with L 
using the strategy 7; 
(b) Lc, = {L,-(,): n E w} is a moving off collection. 
By (ii), we can choose a member of each &, cr E wCw, such that the set of these 
choices has a discrete open expansion. Let no E w be such that Lc,,) is the choice from 
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,&,. Then let nt be such that Lt,,,,,) is the choice from Cl,,), 7~2 such that ~5~~~~,~,,~~) 
is the choice from Ct,n,n,), etc. Then 
corresponds to a play of the game in which L uses the strategy r, but he loses because 
his choices have a discrete open expansion. That completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a q-space. If X has the MOP, then X is locally compact. 
Proof. Suppose X is a q-space and has the MOP Choose 12: E X, and let {Un: 72 E UI} 
be a sequence of open neighborhoods of z such that z,, E U, implies {xcn: n E w} has 
a cluster point. Let H, be a closed neighborhood of z contained in U,. 
Suppose X is not locally compact. By Theorem 2.2, no H, is countably compact, 
so each H, contains an infinite closed discrete subset A,. Each A, is a moving off 
collection of points. By Theorem 2.3, there are Z, E A, such that (2,: n E w} is 
closed discrete. But 2, E U,, so this contradicts the q-space condition. 0 
3. Main result 
We now complete the proof of the main result. All that remains is (2) + (l), so we 
assume that X has the MOP and we must prove that Ck(X) is Baire. Recall that the 
Banach-Mazur game on Y is the two person game in which players Empty (E for short) 
and Nonempty (NE) take turns playing a nonempty open subset of Y contained in the 
opponent’s previous move. Player E wins iff the intersection of the moves is empty. The 
space Y is Baire (respectively, second category in itself) iff E has no winning strategy 
in the Banach-Mazur game on Y in which E (respectively, NE) has the first move [2]. 
The same is true if either or both players are required to always choose a member of a 
certain base for Y. 
If K is a compact subset of a space X, and I is open in the real line Iw, then we let 
[K, 4 = {f E Crc(X): f(K) c I} 
denote a subbasic open set in Cr, (X). 
Since X has the MOP and is a q-space, X is locally compact and L has no winning 
strategy in the game G(X). We aim to show that Ck (X) is second category in itself, 
equivalently, Baire. Let 0 be a strategy for E in the Banach-Mazur game on Ck (X) in 
which NE has the first move; we may assume that E always chooses a basic open set. 
We need to prove that g is not a winning strategy. 
We define a strategy for L in the game G(X) as follows. Suppose the first move of 
K is the compact set Ko. Then L proceeds as follows. First, he selects a compact set A0 
such that the interior A,” of A0 contains Ko. Let Ica = {Ao} and JA,, = (-l/2> l/2). 
Then he makes the play nKEKin [K, JK] = [Ao, (-l/2,1/2)] as the first move of NE in 
the Banach-Mazur game on Ck(X). Let nKEK:, [K, IK] be E’s response using (T. Then 
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L finds a compact Co such that Ct > U K& Finally, L’s response to I& is Lo = 6’0 \ A,“. 
(Note that Icb covers Ao, else E’s play wouldn’t be a subset of NE’s; so A0 c LO.) 
Suppose we have the sets K,_t, A,_,, L’s (n- 1)st play nKElc,_, [K, JK] for NE, E’s 
response nKElck_, [K,IK] using 0, and L,_, = G-1 \A:_, where C;l_, > UK;_,. 
Let K, be K’s next choice. L selects a compact A, with A: > C,_ 1. Then L plays for 
NE a basic open set nKElc, [K, JK] satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) IJ K, = A,; 
(b) diam(JK) < l/2” for each K E K,; 
(c) A, \ Cg_, E K, and JA,\c;_, = (-l/2”+‘, 1/2n+1); 
(d) for each 2 E K E K,_,, there is K’ E K, with II: E K’ and cl (JK,) c JK; 
(e) rlKEK, w, ki c nKEK~_,wKi. 
Assuming for the moment that this is always possible, then L looks at E’s response 
n KEKi:, [K, IK] using 0, and makes the response L, = C, \ AZ, where C, is a compact 
set with Cl > U Kk. As in the first initial play of the game, A, must be a subset of 
C,; so the An’s are increasing. 
To see that a play for NE satisfying (a)-(e) is possible, take g E nKEKL_, [K, IK]. 
Since IJ Kg_, c Cz_,, it follows that there is a function h E Ck(X) such that: 
(1) h t UG-, =g t UC-,; 
(2) h(A, \ C;_,) c (-l/2”+‘, l/2n+‘). 
Let Jk be JK if K E Kn-1, 1~ if K E Kk_,, (--co,cm) if K = A,, and 
(-l/2”+‘, l/2nf’) if K = A,\CE. Note that for each K for which we have defined Jk, 
we have h(K) c J&. Thus the intersection of these [K, J&l’s is a basic open set which 
contains h and clearly satisfies Conditions (a), (c), and (e). We just need to refine some 
of these so that (b) and (d) will hold as well. By compactness, for each of these K’s we 
can find a finite closed cover K,(K) of K and open intervals { JK, : K’ E K,(K)} of 
length not greater than 1/2n with h(K’) c JK~ c cl( JKI) c J& for each K’ E K,(K). 
Let K, be the union of all the K,(K)‘s just defined, plus the set A, \ CE, and let the 
J~t’s for K’ E K, be as defined except that JA,\~_, = (-l/2n+‘, 1/2n+‘). Now it 
is easy to check that (b) and (d) are additionally satisfied. 
Since L has no winning strategy, there is a play by K for which the set {Ln}nEw of 
L’s responses is a closed discrete collection. We will show that E loses the corresponding 
play of the Banach-Mazur game on Ck(X), by defining a continuous function H in the 
intersection of NE’s (and hence E’s) moves. 
Let H(z) = 0 if z $ UnEw A,. Suppose 5 E UnEw A,. Since the An’s are increasing, 
there is k E w such that z E A, for all 12 3 Ic. Consider the collection 
Jz = {JK: z E K E K,, n 3 k}. 
Suppose J is a finite subcollection of JZ. Let m be maximal such that K E K, and 
JK E 3, and let f be a point of Ck(X) in NE’s mth play nKEK, [K, JK] of the 
Banach-Mazur game. Since f is in every previous play too, it follows that f(x) is in 
every member of J. So JZ has the finite intersection property. Since only finitely many 
members of JZ have diameter greater than any fixed E > 0, it follows that the filter 
generated by JZ has a unique limit point z,; we define H(z) = z,. 
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Assume for the moment that H is continuous. We show that H is in every play of 
NE. Suppose 2: E K E Ic,. By condition (d) above, there is K’ E !&+I with x E K’ 
and cl (JK,) c JK. Since H(x) must be in cl (JK’), we have H(x) E JK. So H is in 
the n,th play of NE, and this is true for every n E w. 
We prove that H is continuous. Suppose x E UnEw A,, and E > 0. Find m large 
enough so that II: E A& and 1/2n” < E. Let N = U{K E Ic,: J: E K}. Then N is a 
neighborhood of x (by (a) above). If x’ E N then x’ is in some K E K, containing 
x, so H(x) and H(d) are in cl (JK), whence IH(x’) - H(z)1 < l/2” < E. So H is 
continuous at 3:. 
It remains to prove that H is continuous at x $ UnEw A,. Recall that H(z) = 0. Let 
E > 0, and find m such that l/2” < E. Since {Ln}nEw is a closed discrete collection of 
sets contained in UnEw A,, there is a neighborhood N of 2 such that 
N”(A,“UL,)=0. 
\ n&J / 
Let 5’ E N. If 2’ $ lJnEW A,, then H(x’) = 0. Suppose x’ E UnEw A,. Let k be least 
such that 2’ E Ak; note that k > m. Since x’ $ Lk_, = Ck_1 \ A”,_, , 2’ must be in 
Al, \ Cl_,. By (c) above, (-l/2 k+‘: l/2”+‘) is in Jx, so IH( < l/2” < E. That 
completes the proof. 0 
4. An example 
Recall that a space X is weakly cv-jiuvoruble if NE has a winning strategy in the 
Banach-Mazur game on X. Clearly weakly a-favorable spaces are Baire. In [6], it 
was shown that for a locally compact space X, Ck(X) is weakly a-favorable iff X is 
paracompact. Also, a consistent example was given of a locally compact space X such 
that Ck(X) is Baire but not weakly cu-favorable. Here we give a ZFC example. 
Let us call X a “ladder space” on the stationary subset S of WI if: 
(i) X = WI as a set; 
(ii) points not in 5’ are isolated; 
(iii) for each cy E S, there is an increasing sequence L, = {a,: n E w} contained 
in w1 \ S and cofinal in cy (called the “ladder” at a) such that the kth basic 
neighborhood of (u is {o} U {a,: n 3 k}. 
It turns out that any such ladder space will be such an example. 
Example 4.1. Let X be a ladder space on a stationary subset S of wt. Then Ck(X) is 
Baire but not weakly a-favorable. 
Proof. The subset S of X is closed discrete, and by the pressing down lemma cannot be 
separated by disjoint open sets. So X is not paracompact, whence Ck(X) is not weakly 
o-favorable. 
We prove Ck(X) is Baire by showing that X has the MOP. Let A be a moving off 
collection. Note that for each (Y < wt, the subspace Q = {,0: /3 < a} is a locally compact 
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O-dimensional space with a countable base, so has only countably many compact clopen 
subsets. Hence there is a countable ordinal b(o) 3 cy such that for each compact clopen 
subset U of a, there is A E A with U f’ A = 0 and A c 6(a). Now the set 
c= {y<w1: Va<y(S(a) <y)} 
is closed unbounded; note that if y E C and K is any compact subset of y, there is 
A E A with A C y and K f~ A = 0 . Find an increasing sequence ~a < y1 < ~2 < . . . 
in C and let y = sup{~~: 72 E w}. 
For each 72, let {U,,: n, m E w} list the clopen compact subsets of TV, and if y E S 
let L, be the finite set L, rl T~, where L, is the ladder at y (if y $ S, let L, = 0). 
Since -yn E C, there is A, E A with A, c 7n and 
A, n (Ln U U{A, U Uij: i,j < TL}) =0. 
It is easy to see that the collection {A n: n E w} is closed discrete is the subspace y, and 
since L, n A, = 0 for each n, it is closed discrete in X as well. Also, it has a discrete 
open expansion in X because it does in the clopen me&able subspace y + 1. So X has 
the MOP, and Ck(X) is Baire. 0 
The above example X is nonnormal if, e.g., the continuum hypothesis (CH) holds, but 
is normal is some other models (e.g., if Martin’s Axiom + -CH holds). We do not know 
if there is a ZFC example of a locally compact normal space for which Ck(X) is Baire 
but not weakly o-favorable (equivalently, X not paracompact). 
Also given in [6] was a consistent example of spaces X0 and Xt such that Ck(Xi) is 
Baire, but Ck(Xo) x Ck(X 1 is not Baire. Since Ck(Xc) x Ck(Xi) is naturally home- ) 
omorphic to Ck(Xo @ Xi), where Xc @ X1 is the topological sum, this is by our result 
equivalent (for locally compact spaces at least) to having two spaces satisfying the MOP 
whose topological sum does not have the MOP. We do not know of such an example 
in ZFC. The examples mentioned in [6] were Cantor tree spaces over y-sets, and used 
Todorcevic’s result (see, e.g., [l]) that it is consistent for there to be two y-sets whose 
topological sum is not a y-set. 
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